4 PATHS TO LICENSURE AS A PLS

#1 PLS REQUIREMENTS:
- Provide Proof of Graduation
- Complete the Core Curriculum
- 4 Years Progressive Experience
- Pass the FS Exam
- Pass the PS and ALS Exams

#2 PLS REQUIREMENTS:
- Provide Proof of Graduation
- Certification as A Sails
- 4 Years Progressive Experience
- Pass the FS Exam
- Pass the PS and ALS Exams

#3 PLS REQUIREMENTS:
- Provide Proof of Graduation
- Certification as A Sails
- 6 Years Progressive Experience
- Pass the FS Exam
- Pass the PS and ALS Exams

#4 PLS REQUIREMENTS:
- Provide Proof of Graduation
- Certification as A Sails
- 2 Years Progressive Experience
- Pass the FS Exam
- Pass the PS and ALS Exams

LICENSEE

REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATION

PASS THE FS EXAM
- Provide Proof of Graduation
- Certification as A Sails
- 4 Years Progressive Experience
- Pass the FS Exam
- Pass the PS and ALS Exams